
Reflection Mark 6:1-13: Rejection and Failure 
 

Greetings, 

I hope you are all keeping well. The passage I am reflecting on this week is Mark 
6:1-13.  

Quite a long time ago now I worked as an Intern at Jesmond Methodist Church 
in Newcastle. I spent a year there and when the Internship finished I applied for 
other roles with churches all over the country. I did not get a single job I applied 
for - in fact most of the time I didn’t even get an interview. After nearly a year 
of rejection I applied for other jobs and after a few months got a job in a call 
centre.  

At the time I felt like a failure. I had studied for a degree in theology at a Bible 
college because I wanted to work in churches and finding other work felt like 
giving up. However now, when I look back at the eight years I spent working in 
call centres I realise that I needed that time working in a secular environment. 
Until that time all my experience had been as part of a church or Christian 
community and in education. Working in a secular workplace meant that I met 
people from all walks of life and cultural backgrounds and this experience 
broadened my horizons and helped me mature as a person. It also meant I 
worked in a role that compelled me to learn to really listen to people. I feel all 
this prepared me for the pastoral ministry I now find myself in. What initially felt 
like failure was really a learning experience and a time of preparation for what 
God had for me in the future. 

In the chapters leading up to Mark 6 we have witnessed many of Jesus’ miracles 
and we have heard that many of the people He met on his travels listened and 
were astounded by his teaching and believed in Him. Now after a time of 
travelling Jesus returns to His home region of Galilee.  However, what He finds 
on His return home is rejection. Where Jesus had previously had people amazed 
by his teaching He instead finds that, rather than being astounded by Him in a 
positive way, the people are unimpressed because of the authority He teaches 
with and reject and refuse to listen to Him. As a result of this Jesus was unable 
to preach or perform many miracles.   

I find it oddly comforting that Jesus, through no fault of His own, experienced 
failure. Rejection and failure are things we have all experienced and knowing 
that Jesus shares that with us can be a source of encouragement. It also means 
that we can also look to Him as an example of how to deal with rejection. When 
Jesus sends out the disciples he prepares them to expect some failure and 



rejection. He tells them that if people reject them and refuse to listen they 
should shake the dust off their feet and move on to the next place. It’s easy to 
say “just pick yourself up” - however, the reality is that it can be very difficult 
but we don’t have to do it on our own. Jesus sent the disciples out in pairs, which 
meant they each had a source of support. As a church we are a source of support 
and encouragement for each other and we are also called to pray for each other. 
We can also turn to Jesus who empathises with us and is a source of strength 
when we are struggling.    


